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INTRODUCTION
This research focuses on how state auditors and
superintendents in the State of Ohio participated in the
Enumeration process between 1800 and the late 1900s. It
centers around the unexpected nature of auditors carrying out
this work. Normally, auditors would review financial statements




1.History of the state of OHIO with the disabled[1] https://hdl.handle.net/2027/osu.32435072553175?urlappend=%3Bseq=226 page 226 
2.Segregation of the deaf from the “normal” population https://eugenicsarchive.ca/discover/tree/56686c7de4f8bfb855000001
3.Annual report of the Board of Trustees and Officers of the Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum 1857-1873:  https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?
urlappend=%3Bseq=257 
4.Deaf and dumb institution: years spent in school 1878-82   https://hdl.handle.net/2027/osu.32435063999544?urlappend=%3Bseq=21
5.OCCUPATION OF ALL PERSONS ADMITTIED IN THE PAST 24 years https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?urlappend=%3Bseq=281
6.Annual report of the Ohio Institution for the Education 1878-82.   https://hdl.handle.net/2027/osu.32435063999544?urlappend=%3Bseq=29
7.Annual report of the Board of Trustees and Officers of the Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum 1857-1873: How employment helps cure the insane: Annual report of the Board
of Trustees and Officers of the Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum 1857-1873. https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?urlappend=%3Bseq=260
8.Annual report of the Board of Trustees and Officers of the Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum 1857-1873; Disbursements for the Central Ohio lunatic asylum in the year 1861
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?urlappend=%3Bseq=265
9.Central OHIO LUNTAIC ASYLUM 1862: General Statistics for the past 24 years https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?urlappend=%3Bseq=281
10.Products made by patients at the central Ohio lunatic asylum in 1862 https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760324?urlappend=%3Bseq=296
11.Number of people discharged and admitted: COLUMBUS ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE 1883 https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760365?urlappend=%3Bseq=14
12.Alleged causes of insanity: Columbus asylum for the insane 1883 https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760365?urlappend=%3Bseq=20
13.Occupation of those admitted to COLOMBUS ASYLUM FOR INSANE 1883 https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760365?urlappend=%3Bseq=24 
14.The process of Enumeration advanced with time to become more specific(1876)  https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044097632202?urlappend=%3Bseq=44
15.EXPENSES OF COLOMBUS ASYLUM FOR INSANE 1883   https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433010760365?urlappend=%3Bseq=28
16.Funds allocation for different institutions related to dumb and deaf in 1875; https://hdl.handle.net/2027/osu.32435072542434?urlappend=%3Bseq=68
17.Form used in 1956 to help standardize the information collection https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044097632202?urlappend=%3Bseq=44 page 38 – 44
18. THE COST OF EACH PUPIL + the yearly budget for education of dumb and deaf (1876) https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433075996730?urlappend=%3Bseq=41
19.Changes to the role of state auditors & new responsibilities assigned https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044028812071?urlappend=%3Bseq=28
20.Introducing these new responsibilities to auditors left the system with no true leader (1805-1850) https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044028812071?
urlappend=%3Bseq=43 
21.Cost per pupil varied over the years https://archive.org/details/historyofohioins00ohio/page/n13/mode/1up?q=cost page 14 
22.Annual report of the Board of Trustees of the Ohio Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb to the General Assembly of the state of Ohio(1875); an increase







It is evident that state auditors played a crucial role in enumeration process in
Ohio between 1800s and the late 1900s. This meant that the State Auditors were
intimately involved in both the execution and the funding of the asylum programs
across the State. 
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OBJECTIVE
The project is essentially trying to piece together from
fragmentary historical documents to understand as much as
possible WHY and HOW these activities were carried out and the




The strategy used was focusing on finding relative
historical documents that dated as far as the early 1800s.
Once these reports were discovered through multiple




- Ohio was the first State to fund the asylums out of state budget.
- Auditor's played a crucial role in the enumeration process as they now
went door to door and kept track of the "special needs" population.
- As time went on the enumeration process expanded to include a more
diverse set of "special needs", this made the auditor's job even harder.
- An increase in the cost per pupil is clear over the years causing a huge
financial burden for the State. 
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6
Forms used by Auditors to
standardize  the enumeration process 
ANALYSIS
- After analyzing multiple reports over different periods of time it was clear
that their is an upward trend in the cost per pupil attending the state
asylums.
- As time went own the forms used by state auditors became more
standardized allowing auditors to collect the right required information.
- Having state auditors go out and perform the enumeration process put a lot
of strain of the State given the limited resources at the time. 
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